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Gap Analysis for Core Methodologies

• How can AOEC help your online business evaluate its strategies?

• Developing an appropriate market share for your business’ solutions, products or 
services is definitely important keeping in mind today’s challenges and competition, 
this is irrespective of whether it is a conventional business or online business. 

• Right and effective methodologies can help cause people to seek your solutions, 
products or services for the first time, subsequently, or even recommend your 
organization to others.  The approach to marketing & selling is different today.
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Gap Analysis for Core Methodologies

• For selling, developing an approach based on SPIN selling and an Electronic Connect 
can help an online business deal with implicit, known or emerging demand profitably

•
Situation questions – These identify what the 
prospect is presently doing to address their 
process, issue, or concern.
Problem questions – These uncover any part 
within their current strategy where they see 
room for improvement or that has fallen 
short of their expectations.
Implication questions – These are used to 
help the prospect understand, and even 
quantify, the damage of their problems 
within their organization if the status quo is 
maintained.
Need-Payoff questions- These lead the 
customer to envision how your 
solution/product/service can help them in 
improving their process, issue, or concern.

Electronic 
Connect(s)
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Gap Analysis for Core Methodologies

• Electronic Connects are Autonomic Endpoint methodologies that connect your 
business to its ecosystem that is the customers, suppliers, partners, policy makers

•
Electronic Connect(s)
1. Core Connect
2. Customer Connect
3. Supplier Connect
4. Partner Connect
5. Ecosystem Connect

Electronic 
Connect(s)

Connects



Help Risk Reduction (Gap Analysis/Audit)

• The Analysis helps a management panel associated

• with a business perform self-assessments for

•

• + Enterprise Infrastructure/ Site(s) / Factories / Facilities

• + SMART Measure and Respond Convergence (

• Methodologies, Marketing & Outreach )

• + Business Lifecycle & Activity Management 

• + Customer Relationship Management (CRM) &

• LifeWise Consumerism/Supply/Shipping (LCSS) 

• + Supplier Relationship & Flow Management

• + Partner Relationship Management

• + (Collaborate or Public) Electronic Connect(s)

• + Integrated Quality Management

• + Product(s) re-engineering (for Risk reduction)

• + Risk Mitigation and Organizational 

• Behavior Management

• + CCMA and Disaster Management 

Tick where applicable

[  ] In Incubation 
[  ] On a Drawing Board
[  ] In Technology or 
Quality upgradation
[  ] With Specific Fund 
Assistance
[  ] In Sustainable 
Development & Growth 
for a roadmap
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Climate Change?

SPIN Selling 
And

Electronic Connects
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All rights reserved. This content is meant for specific use only. No 

part of this manual can be used, reproduced, stored in a database 

or retrieval system or transmitted in any other form or by any 

means, electronic, mechanical, recording or otherwise, without the 
prior written permission of the author.

What is important for a Business Management System?

Climate Change?

Mitigation & Adaptation Core Methodologies

SPIN Selling 
And

Electronic Connects



Help Risk Reduction
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Milling for the Autonomic Periphery – the principle refers to how the unreasoning 
of the Earth itself can add to the unreasoning of man (his or her heart) to then 
impact the generations to come. It is more of an interest to know  that the Earth 
has an autonomic periphery that is a life enabling environment for the 
generations to come, but due to man’s perception bias in areas of development 
and growth, the life enabling environment is deteriorating or changing in its 
omnipotent qualities. To achieve more omni potency, man must involve himself 
or herself in collective endeavor to develop more Quality of Life Advancement 
and Conscious role play. This could mean clustering for LifeWise Networking, 
where core connects, core sense-of-readiness and core sense-of-pronation can 
provision and support the current and future generations as recipients of certain 
assistance for Quality of Life Advancement. 



The Vision of A SMART Business

Climate 
Mitigation and 

Adaptation

SPIN Selling

Electronic 
Connects



A SMART Business



Towards SMART Businesses

Sustainable Marketing and Outreach
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What is credibility in the industry?

• AOEC does have several years of experience in developing demand specific, new or leading 

edge ideas, the biggest stumbling block to all ideas is that they need to develop into revenue 

producing products or solutions. This costly learning experience has equipped AOEC to 

develop a reckoner that could help a business make its lifecycle sustainable.

• For an introduction, it can be said that marketing is a business vision enabler, profit making 

and socially beneficial process. Marketing is a management activity that attempts to 

reach customers or bring to customers notice - the availability of a solution for their 

problems or needs, where the solution offers right solutions, products, services or nature of 

solutions, products, services to satisfy what they want, at the time and place they want it in 

and at affordable pricing, where the customer is provided with all necessary information and 

relevant consultation to make well-informed and satisfying choices.

• Marketing is also an activity of identifying and anticipating what evokes customer 

interest for different products, services or niche solutions, where all the following indicators 

(that are thought of as vital) are kept in mind. 
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What is credibility in the industry?
• What are the vital indicators that make a business or organization credible? The indicators through 

which the quality of solutions, products and services can be assessed are as follows:

• 1.The effectiveness of the overall organization 

• 2.The best practices or processes adopted and implemented

• 3.The content of services offered (policies, standards, requirement-to-production or delivery procedures, 
quantity & quality of production or delivery, nature of connect(s), nature of licensing, approach for turning the 
same into intellectual property and the development of a knowledge base to support in-house staff and 
consumer  rights and education, etc) 

• 4.The outcome for solutions, products and/or services offered (problems solved, problems controlled or 
avoided, scenarios or experiences improved, solutions or alternatives for cases where other 
implementations or offerings have failed or are insufficient etc)

• 5.The impact created (customer/supplier/partner satisfaction, cost of production or implementation and 
quality appropriateness, community benefits, environment safety etc )

• 6. The holistic marketing or selling angle that attempts to incorporate a 360 degree outlook to “SPIN 
analysis, marketing, connecting, promoting, further producing/delivering/selling and gathering of 
feedback for customer/supplier/partner satisfaction, for cost appropriateness when utilized and for the 
cause of sustainability in the triple bottom model”
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What is credibility in the industry?

• AOEC’s toolkit refers to online businesses developing, or marketing or selling solutions, 

products, and applications as Catalyzers (that is Enablers, or Transformers. or Both)  In this 

ideation there is no specific line of demarcation drawn between IT and non-IT solutions, 

products, and applications. 

• Therefore connecting, marketing or selling for a business covers…

• 1. Understanding of the needs of people in a country, city, town, area or region (i.e. on a 

demographic basis, on a technological needs basis that is in turn expertise-based or state-of-

art technology based, on a legality or credibility basis, on a socio-cultural interests basis etc).

• 2. Using SPIN Selling etc for more in-depth finding out of problems affecting customers of 

the related producer-consumer segment, or of potential customers and of past customer needs 

and expectations. 

• 3. Deciding on which of the identified needs and expectations or which section of people can 

the organization satisfy through its services (known as the Segmentation and Target Group 

strategy). 
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What is credibility in the industry?

• 4. Development of a marketing & selling system that is a mixture of some elements (like 
Solutions/Products/Services offered, Pricing, Places available & consumerism, Promotions 
to reach people or bring in customers, exemplar People focus, Quality conscious Process 
focus, Satisfactory or remarkable Physical evidence etc) and Electronic Connects to satisfy 
the needs and expectations of the different target groups.

• 5. Projection of a need/strategy for periodically reviewing the marketing efforts and the 
success factors that help in establishing deservedness, reputation and credibility of the 
organization.

• 6. Projection of a need/strategy for continually reviewing the solution’s or product’s 
performance or service’s solution as a Green Asset or Green technology, that satisfies the need 
to be safe for the environment, safe for the consumer and safe for the rest of the ecosystem 
that the business or producer or manufacturer is a part of.

• 7. Assistance in the conceiving of a (Sustainable) Electronic Connect methodology to 
help the business connect to its core methodologies, its customers, its suppliers, its partners 
and ecosystem to also incorporate aspects, drivers and indicators for agile and sustainable 
delivery models.
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What is credibility in the industry?
• As good solutions, products and services in today’s deteriorating environment or competitive 

landscape are a challenge, it becomes necessary for marketing or selling to recognize 

this and act as a bridge that helps create successful connections & inter-relationships that 

satisfy both the customer’s goals and the organization’s goals.

• As solution, product development or service implementation involves cutting edge 

brainstorming, challenging of traditional or conservative thought, there is some amount of 

uncertainty and element of risk from the manufacturer’s or catalyzer’s point of view, it becomes 

important for marketing or selling to understand that accurate statistics, nearly zero failure 

rates, patents filed, copyrights awarded and niche success stories need more high-

lighting to help draw attention to the organization’s achievements. 

• This high-lighting would help influence referrals or word of mouth communication about the 

credibility of the business. Marketing or selling must also influence supply chain circles 

and other ecosystem specific connections as they help build reputation and credibility, 

along with a focus on the growing needs for businesses or corporate organizations to become 

high-performing.  
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Understanding the primary marketing elements?

• The four elements or entities (4Ps) that are together known as a marketing mix and are part of 

a marketing strategy are as follows:

• 1.Solutions, Products or Services offered – type of solutions, products or services offered 

whether they are a solution for problems or emerging problems, or an improvement to existing 

solutions, or whether diagnostic, or preventive, etc, where marketing highlights the uniqueness, 

holistic nature and effectiveness of the offerings.

• 2. Pricing of the solutions, products or services being offered directly to people or as a 

packaged product being offered (as it is or as a part-of-a-solution or with value addition) by 

businesses/corporate organizations/ manufacturers/suppliers/resellers etc, where marketing 

does consider all that the customer will undergo to procure and utilize the solution, product or 

service, and then sets the pricing while considering all aspects i.e. the need to be quality 

conscious, beneficial and also make profits. 

• 3. Places available & consumerism where marketing highlights the convenience of availability, 

of packaging, of continuity of defect free production, with ease of consultation or referral 

mechanisms to ensure the customer makes right choices due to all these factors.
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Understanding the primary marketing elements?

• 4. Promotions where marketing chalks out an advertising strategy to announce availability, 

draw to attention benefits or promote awareness amongst people, B2B networks, 

manufacturers, suppliers, resellers, third party vendors to bring in customers or to encourage 

them to opt for, subsequently utilize or even recommend the products offered.
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Relating to the distinctive nature of the offering

• The distinctive nature of a solution, product or service is mainly due to

• 1.Tangibility of the solution, product or service being offered where marketing has to 
ensure the customer understands the value of the offering to thereon try it first, to confirm 
whether it met the need or not, where this decides thereon whether the customer will become a 
continual customer or act as a referral.

• 2.(If applicable) Accept intangibility of the solution, product or service being offered 
where marketing has to recognize that apart from benefits of a particular nature there is nothing 
else that the product focuses on. Additionally marketing has to recognize that unlike other 
available offerings this solution, product or service may not yet be an under one-roof solution 
for customers.

• 3. Zoning in on the nature of skill or training expected to use the solution, product or 
service,  as to whether successful utilization needs a lot of skill or training, where marketing 
has to highlight how the business has made the solution, product or service more easy 
to understand and use by reducing dependency, risks, hazards or defects with the help of 
good design to production methods, quality control and diagnostic methods, expertise/ know 
how or latest information, and via a well-developed framework for qualified decision making, 
supply chain management, targeted communication, adept teamwork, timely supervision, 
regular auditing, and periodic training.
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Relating to the distinctive nature of a product
• 4. Making production, supply and consumption integral, where the product is not only 

consumed like other goods that are first produced, sold and then consumed, but also sought 
for by manufacturers or suppliers, where marketing has to highlight the assurance for 
holistic quality with enough information gathering from customer interactions or any special 
case handling to support this vision.

• 5. Stabilizing the need for the solution, product or service, where it needs to be recognized 
that associated help desk services or customer care services need to be provided at the right 
time, when there is a need, with the right effectiveness. Importantly to understand that some of 
the needs may not arise again, if not responded to adeptly.

• 6. Marketing has to simplify the focus on aspects like the difficulty in accurate planning & 

• decision-making for demand forecasting, supply, licensing and utilization and to draw attention 
to the vision behind setting up of partnerships, or facilities in different locations. 

• 7. Marketing has to streamline efforts to ensure there is sufficient publicity and 
sensitization to prevent demand from reducing or to prevent any perishability of the need for 
the solution, product or service.
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Relating to the distinctive nature of a product

• 8. Marketing by large has to highlight how the organization’s best practices brings down 

chances of negligence or mistakes occurring in its products or associated customer services. 

• 9. Marketing has also to highlight how the organization can accommodate demand at any 

time, while ensuring each solution, product  or service is manufactured with high quality and as 

to how the organization can respond to customer enquiries or complaints adeptly. 

• This said, the mentioned distinctive aspects of the solution, product or service make it 

challenging for the marketing team to reach out to all needy or potential or associated 

customers. The details that follow, outline how your organization can reduce some of these 

challenges by developing and projecting a good organizational image.
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Basic Marketing and Outreach Strategies
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Basic strategies to address the distinctive nature of 

services

• Distinctive nature or issue affecting product and services: Heterogeneity

• Basic strategies to develop & improve organizational image:

• 1.Design system to assess customer satisfaction

• 2.Design system to assess staff/employee satisfaction

• 3.Invest in more technology to advance design/production/diagnosis/maintenance options and 

to reduce workload for people

• 4.Develop a good human resource department with competent selection, and training 

methodologies 

• 5.Where possible, design (customized) multi-targeted product packages with selective pricing-

for-licensing-or- services options to suit comfort levels of customers/manufacturers/suppliers 
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Basic strategies to address the distinctive nature of 

services

• Distinctive nature or issue affecting product and services: Intangibility 

• Basic strategies to develop & improve organizational image:

• a. Create strong organizational image

• b. Promote idea of uniqueness in solution, product and associated services offered

• c. Highlight tangibility, multi-targeting or benefits of the solution, product and associated 
services offered

• d. Stress on availability of high-class diagnostics, or maintenance systems to improve longevity

• e. Engage in post-deployment communications to ensure effective utilization, durability and 
customer satisfaction 

• f. Use periodic cost accounting to set or revise pricing
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Basic strategies to address the distinctive nature of 

services

• Distinctive nature or issue affecting product and services: Inseparability of production and 
consumption

• Basic strategies to develop & improve organizational image:

• 1.Plan for outlets and modes to ensure immediate or near immediate availability of the offerings

• 2.Plan for multiple location facilities to improve production, implementation and accessibility

• 3.Emphasize on customer friendliness and customer safety in all departments

• 4.Invest in periodic training of front-office, contact personnel and customer service staff to 
ensure they proactively help in establishing deservedness, reputation and credibility of the 
organization

• 5.Develop a good workflow system to ensure customer/manufacturer/supplier is given the best 
of attention & services throughout the period of interaction
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Use self assessment for lacunae bridging

Gap analysis?
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Gap Analysis for a good Connecting, Marketing & 

Selling (CMS) strategy
• Contents Page

• 1. Gap Analysis for solutions/products/services offered TBD

• 2. Gap Analysis for pricing strategies

• 3. Gap Analysis for selling / consumerism 

• 4. Gap Analysis for connecting / promotions

• 5. Gap Analysis for improving customer loyalty

• 6. Zero Defect Zero Effect (ZED) Customer Satisfaction Survey (end-customers)

• 7. (ZED) Satisfaction Survey (Manufacturers)

• 8. (ZED) Satisfaction Survey (Suppliers)

• 9. Holistic Customer Assessment 

• 10. Gap Analysis for Total Quality Management and (ZED) practices

• 11. Associating a Consumer Behavior Model (Nicosia model)

• 12. Associating a Consumer Behavior Model (Howard Sheth model)

• 13. Associating a Consumer Behavior Model (Multi-mediation model)

• 14. Gap Analysis of the current Marketing Profile

• 15. Gap Analysis for Sustainable CMS Management
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Help Your Products Business

• As AOEC has published details of it’s other Gap Analysis on its proof of concept 
websites, the URL(s) of specific sites are available as follows:

• 1. www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/resourcecentre

• For  planning and implementing a Resource Centre for enterprises

• 2. www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/consciousacts

• For planning sustainable buildings, tomorrows & disaster management, planning 
signposts etc

http://www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/resourcecentre
http://www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/consciousacts
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Considerations for this App Suitability (High, Medium, 

Low, Not rated)

Other details

Impact of the App High to Medium, can serve as 

a model for management 

teams brain storming for this 

purpose

Solution for integrating 

sustainable thinking for the 

triple bottom line in the 

business model

Feasibility, results orientation 

and cost effectiveness

Medium to High Needs Financial & Human 

Capital investment, Infra, 

Training methodologies and 

R & D

SMART Convergence 

practices, Innovativeness and 

Scalability

Medium to High Seen as a solution for making 

the foundation unify efforts to 

control risks, threats and work 

in unison for sustainable 

development

Risk mitigation for the future High Will help the foundation and 

associated segments work in 

unison to acknowledge a need 

for sustainable operations and 

also control climate change 

related crisis levels

Process methodologies and 

Process group involvements

Medium to High Needs Millennium Resource 

Centers, gateways and training 

centers to be implemented


